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MOBILE GENERAL PURPOSE UTILITY TABLE  
-STAINLESS STEEL             -DOUBLE LOWER STORAGE 
-HEAVY DUTY                 AREA WITH TRAY SLIDES 

Model Series: UT-M-DS-* 
APPLICATION: 
-Utility table 

-Preparation table 

-Inspection table 

-Quality control table 

 

SPECIFICATIONS: 
-Stainless steel; Type 304 

-“Heliarc” and spot welded construction 

-Open sides, front and back 

-Heavy gauge reinforced stainless steel top  

-Heavy gauge base welded to tubular frame uprights 

-Sanitary no-drip edge on base 

-Double lower storage area for trays 

-Heavy gauge tray slides welded to frame uprights 

-Tray stops at front and rear of slides  

-5” (127mm) tray slide spacing  

-Total capacity of 10 trays per unit 

-4 > 5” swivel, non-marking casters with 2 side brakes 

 

OPTIONAL FEATURES[1]:  
-S - Stationary mounting feet (instead of “M”) 

-WAB - Wrap around bumper with internal s/s core for strength and durability  

-CB - Corner bumpers 

-DB - Donut bumpers (add ½” [12.7mm] to height) 

-ENC - Stainless steel enclosed sides and/or rear (not NSF certified) 

-LAM - Coloured laminate panel enclosed sides and/or rear (not NSF certified) 

-SIB - Intermediate Shelf in place of tray slides 

-Remove (*) from model code for non-NSF models 

 

MODEL TOP SIZE 
OVERALL 

WIDTH 

OVERALL 

DEPTH 

SHIPPING 

WEIGHT APP 

UT-M-DS-2040* 20" x 40" - 508mm x 1016mm 41.5" - 1054mm 21.5" - 546mm 85lb - 38.6kg 

UT-M-DS-2226* 22" x 26" - 559mm x 660mm 27.5" - 699mm 23.5" - 597mm 65lb - 29.5kg 

UT-M-DS-2432* 24" x 32" - 610mm x 813mm 33.5" - 851mm 25.5" - 648mm 75lb - 34.1kg 

UT-M-DS-2630* 26" x 30" - 660mm x 762mm 31.5" - 800mm 27.5" - 699mm 75lb - 34.1kg 

UT-M-DS-2636* 26" x 36" - 660mm x 914mm 37.5" - 952mm 27.5" - 699mm 85lb - 38.6kg 

UT-M-DS-3040* 30" x 40" - 762mm x 1016mm 41.5" - 1054mm 31.5" - 800mm 100lb - 45.5kg 

UT-M-DS-3048* 30" x 48" - 762mm x 1219mm 49.5" - 1257mm 31.5" - 800mm 115lb - 52.3kg 

                Overall height of all listed units is 34” (864mm). 

                Not all tray sizes will fit into all listed units. Actual unit size may depend on tray size and capacity required. 

                Changes available to suit customer’s requirements. 

 


